ELIMINATE DOUBLE-POSTING WHEN YOU IMPORT ANDERSEN ORDERS INTO YOUR ACTIVANT EAGLE™ OR ACTIVANT FALCON™ SYSTEM

If you use the Andersen Windows Intelligent Quote (iQ) software, you enjoy the advantages of electronically configuring, quoting and transmitting purchase orders for Andersen products. While third-party software is convenient, the real efficiency is realized when it integrates with your business management solution.

With the Andersen Interface from Activant Solutions Inc.™, you can import your estimates—complete with model numbers, quantities and prices—in just seconds. With just a few clicks of the mouse, you can load all the information from your iQ file into any transaction—POS, estimate and order—preserving any custom prices or decisions.

Do you need to make a quick price change? Simply edit any iQ line item in the Activant system. Do you need to special order one of the quoted items? Simply import the quote as a special order and let your Activant system track it for you.

Because the Andersen Windows iQ system generates the quote and directly imports the details into the Activant system, there is no chance of a keyboarding error or missing line item. And the upload time is just seconds long.

To gain the greatest efficiency from the Andersen iQ system, choose Activant’s Andersen Interface to realize the speed and efficiency that comes from integrating third-party software.

BENEFITS

- Eliminate keyboarding errors with direct upload from iQ to Activant
- Post iQ information to any transaction type, including estimates and special orders
- Edit Andersen orders in your Activant system to maintain target profit margins and fulfill customer commitments
KEY BENEFITS OF ANDERSEN INTERFACE FOR ANDERSEN WINDOWS INTELLIGENT QUOTE (IQ)

Set up the Andersen Interface to meet your business needs
- Import Andersen item numbers or window category SKUs
- Import Andersen file from individual PCs or Network Server PC
- Default, by system or user, which Andersen Windows options are available to import

Import Andersen order details to eliminate double-entry and keyboarding errors
- Post Andersen Windows quotes into a POS sale, order, special order or estimate
- Specify multiple imports per transaction; this is an important feature if you prefer to order accessories such as screens and grills individually and specify separate customer shipments
- Post accessories as descriptor lines
- Modify imported items in POS
- View and select files for import from drop-down lists of jobs
- Select from multiple window options to include in import
- Choose fast-post feature
- Change Andersen Windows selection options at the POS session level

ABOUT ACTIVANT
Activant is a leading provider of business management solutions designed for companies with complex products in high-service distribution environments. Over 17,000 wholesale, retail and manufacturing customers use Activant to help drive new levels of business performance. With proven experience and success, Activant is fast becoming an industry standard for companies seeking competitive advantage through stronger customer integration. Our business management solutions include advanced software, professional services, content, supply chain connectivity and analytics.

To learn more about this or other Activant products and services, please call 800.538.8597.